
The PANAME SKATE DANCE 4th edition

will take place on Saturday, May 25, 2024

During the PARIS ONWHEELZ FESTIVAL from May 24 to 25, 2024.

There will be two distinct competitions:

The CHOREOGRAPHY competition, with two categories:

- DANCE SCHOOL for amateurs (skating school students),

- MASTER for those who consider themselves to be MASTER (professional dancers or

recognized amateur experts in the discipline).

The SOUL TRAIN will see teams of all levels compete against each other.

RULES :

THE CHOREOGRAPHIC COMPETITION

Dancers perform alone or in mixed groups (no limit on number), with no age limit. They will present a

free program lasting from 1m30s to 4 minutes to a soundtrack of their choice.

This program must never have been performed before at a previous P.S.D. event.

Coordination, musicality and skating technique will be particularly observed.

Two categories will be represented:

- Masters: professional performers AND/OR recognized experts in the discipline

- Dance school: recreational dancers from beginner to advanced level, whether or not they belong to

a ROLLERDANCE school.

Coaches of these skaters will not be allowed to participate in this category.
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THE SOUL TRAIN

In the purest tradition of the famous American TV show, come and swing your best steps in front of

the audience and the jury.

Style, response, humor and technique will be your strong points.

Skaters will perform to the DJ's improvised playlist, in several passes, moving towards the jury

through a corridor formed by the other participants and the audience.

If the sound is not to the skater's liking, he or she may request a different one.

Backing up is FORBIDDEN, but it's advisable to take your time and squat in front of the jury to show

off your best steps.

Two parallel categories: MASTER and DANCE SCHOOL

Masters: professional performers AND/OR recognized experts in the discipline

Dance school: recreational dancers from beginner to advanced level, who may or may not be

members of a ROLLERDANCE school.

ROUND 1: ELIMINATORIES

You can go through with more than one person if you wish, or directly alone and as many times as

you like within the allotted time BUT you will be assessed individually.

At the end of the allotted time, the jury will decide who qualifies for the second round.

ROUND 2: QUALIFICATIONS

Qualifiers pass alone as many times as they can within the allotted time.

At the end of this round, the jury designates three qualified skaters per category.

ROUND 3: FINAL

The 3 qualified skaters in each category (starting with the ROOKIE category)

skate alone as many times as they can within the 3-minute time limit.

At the end of this time, the winner, second and third place will be decided.

Entry fee: €10 per skater, one fee for the entire competition.
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